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Reach
‘Remember not the former things…behold the new!’ (Isaiah 43:18)
Living Waters is a long narrow cross-walk that always opens to Life. To be sure, it can hurt to face
the uneven, perilous ground on which we were at once victim and perpetrator, oblivious to both!
Eyes open now, we flinch at the poor choices we can still make in light of the Risen Christ. Growing
up is hard, and dodging His call to follow onto solid ground offsets the weight of decisive
obedience. Yet here lies our cure, our happiness: surrendering to the luminous Christ, His wounds
yet visible, who alone has power to transform weakness into creative communion.
That’s why the transformation of persons with same-sex attraction will always remain the prophetic
core of Living Waters. Only a third of our people struggle in that way, but those who discover Jesus
in the depth of historic yearning for same-gender completion become the strongest, most sensitive
lovers of the other sex. As such, we harmonize with Leanne Payne: ‘The healing of the
“homosexual” is the healing of all persons.’
Case in point—after a passionate, liberating day at the cross in Manila where we faced the dishonor
we incurred and extended to our ‘better’ half, I felt that we needed to celebrate the fruit of our
suffering—the evidence of how Jesus trains the faithful to reach beyond personal healing into
interpersonal gift-giving. His passion reclaims and realigns our passions!
That night, I asked two Asian couples (Filipino and Chinese) to share candidly of how Jesus
through Living Waters communities in their lands helped forge family life out of what the world (and
worldly church) would define as pretty raw material. Gratefully, Jesus has overcome the world.
As a young teen, Jerry received hope from his pastor that someday he would thrive as a husband
and father. Sexual abuse, same-sex attraction and a promiscuous young adult life that resulted in
an HIV diagnosis shattered the prophecy. In his late thirties, Jerry staggered into a Living Waters
group to make peace with God. Sue—a leader on the team--did not like men as a rule due to
historic wounds but she liked Jerry and somehow knew this was her guy.
After the group ended, Jerry and Sue began to date and he grew rather quickly in love with her; he
began to fight for her honor. He won her over and after good counsel they married and immediately
became pregnant. Sue released an egg from a medically-pronounced dead ovary, and the child
(and mother) remains HIV-free. They can hardly wait for a second child.
Ben met Sara, a native Chinese woman intent on overcoming despair over the failure of men in her
life, at the first Living Waters group in their big city. He had just arrived from America to fulfill an
early call to serve China. Overwhelmed by the challenges of language, culture and tent-making,
Ben barely remembers meeting Sara at that group. His first couple years were a dark night of just
getting by, with intermittent return to porn use and lots of self-pity. By God’s grace, he rallied and
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forged a healing community to support his recovery, which had started years earlier in a Living
Waters group in California. He began to pray: ‘Lord, I need a beautiful, smart, empathic wife if I am
going to make it here.’ (I love the fact that Ben knew his SSA deterred not from the gift he was and
needed to offer!)
He re-met Sara at a party and knew she was the answer to his prayer. They discovered a common
language and commitment to wholeness; they soon married and now can attest to how much richer
and expansive their lives are together. ‘We can simply give that much more to others.’ They are
expecting their first child in a few months.
Jesus reclaims our pretty good broken lives and refines them in the fire of love. He asks us to
reach beyond what we’ve known in order to discover the fullness of His will for our humanity. That
always involves knowing the gift we are and giving it away.
Please take time to watch our new video and become ‘Chaste Together.’
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